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SLOGAN

Technology Surrounds You

MISSION

Provide Premium Products & Superior Services Worldwide

VISION

Become a Trusted Intelligent Technology Company

WE'RE DIFFERENT

• The No. 1 third-party brand of Amazon TWS best-selling products (second 

  only to Apple in overall ranking).

• Global-registered internantional brand.

• Over 20 million loyal users.

• Absorbed in developing TWS earbuds for many years. Obtained multiple 

  patents in invention, utility, appearance design and technology.

• Advanced products with higher quality, more extrordinary and more 

  cost-effective advantages.

• Created an artificial intelligence technology product and service provider 

  integrating industrial design, acoustic technology, quality manufacturing, 

  and brand marketing.

• Offline retail layout is gaining momentum.



ABOUT US
TOZO is an internationally renowned consumer electronics brand under TOZO Inc, founded in 2015 in Seattle, USA.

TOZO adheres to the brand concept of "Technology Surrounds You ", focuses on innovative design and creative 

development, and is committed to creating portable intelligent video and audio systems for users.

TOZO uses cutting-edge technology to create smart devices and accessories that are popular in today's consumer 

market, including high-quality smart products such as Bluetooth headphones, Bluetooth speakers, smart watches, 

panoramic cameras, VR&AR and digital accessories. To "provide quality products and services for global users" as 

the brand mission. With the support of cutting-edge technology, we provide users with higher quality products, more 

extreme user experience and a greener and low-carbon lifestyle.



200+
Patents&Honors

BRAND STORY

In the field of audio, TOZO takes "Technology Surrounds You" as its core product concept, 

to achieve the perfect integration of innovative technology and simple design, create comfortable 

wireless products involving ultimate experience, restore the purest sound of nature, and provide 

users with music Temple-like hearing enjoyment.

 

In the future, TOZO will not forget its original intention and use e-commerce or a broader platform 

as the medium to continue to work hard and create surprises in filed of technological product, 

technological research, development and user experience. Furthermore, we will continue to seek 

progress that meets the needs of users in order to create an unprecedented ultimate experience.

1,000,000+
Reviews

20,000,000+
Users
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MEDIA RCVIEWS



MEDIA REPORTS

"The TOZO T6 are a decent pair of truly wireless headphones."

"The TOZO T10 are alright headphones for mixed usage. Their very portable design and impressive 
passive isolation performance make them a decent choice for commuting or using in the office."

"The TOZO T12 are a decent pair of budget-friendly truly wireless earbuds. "

"The TOZO NC9 Truly Wireless are well-built in-ears with an impressive ANC feature that can block out 
lots of background noises. "

"The best Bluetooth headset for calls at a budget-friendly price point that we've tested are the TOZO NC7 
Truly Wireless.  "

"The TOZO NC2 are well-built truly wireless headphones.  "

"It sounds almost too good to be true. "

"And for earbuds that you could use while swimming laps, try a pair from TOZO. They make 
earbuds with an impressive IPX8 rating. "

"The TOZO T6 continue to impress me with how good they perform with a price this low.
When it comes to a balance of features and price, the TOZO T6 are what stand out as being one 
of the strongest contenders out there. "

"TOZO’s New OpenReal Wireless Earbuds Make For An Affordable Running Mate "

3000+
Global media

Recommended by

102,000,000+
Reads

Recommended by

380,000,000+
Annual Exposure

7,500,000+
CTR (Click-through rate)

AD

100,000,000+
Views

50,000,000+
Impression

200,000,000+
Impression

ADVERTISING PROMOTION



Possessing a good corporate culture, a sound corporate management system, core channel customers, 

innovative development strategies, a strong technical core and unique talent advantages have laid the 

foundation for our brand development. With keen market insight, TOZO has successfully occupied industry 

leadership positions in major markets and witnessed the strength of the technology accompanying brand.

80% The proportion of professional and technical personnel to 

the total number of employees.

PROFESSIONAL TEAM



High sensitivity and high resolution moving Armature 
Driver can hear more sound details and present cinema 
level sound effects.12mm super large Armature Driver is 
90% larger than the traditional single armatured, with clear 
treble, soft and mellow midrange, powerful bass and 
transparent human voice. 

Custom Armature Driver Unit 
with Knowles

From Sony's official data, LDAC HD data transmission is 
more than 3 times faster than  SBC traditional Bluetooth 
coding technology, The maximum transmission speed is 
about 990kbps, which can enhance the wireless listening 
experience of music.

High Quality Wireless Music 
Listening Technology

TOZO research HI-FI digital, material and 
cavity acoustic technology that compensates 
for the frequency lost when the sound passes 
through the ear canal curve, keeping the sound 
that reaches the eardrum is closest to reality.

ORIGX Pro Acoustic

Carbon Nanotube 
Diaphragm Dynamic Driver

PRODUCT R&D

TOZO's high-performance noise canceling earbuds 
certified by TÜV  Rheinland. Active Noise Cancellation 
(ANC) brings you an immersive experience with a noise 
reduction depth of 42dB.

TÜV Rheinland Certified 



hrs8
Single charge

hrs32
With charging case

mAh500
Battery capacity

Ultra-Long Battery Life
Up to 32 hours of listening time

Reproduce the music with clarity, 

precision and impact 

TOZO  Golden X1

Make you a feeling of immersion
Real guitar sound can be 

so beautiful, TOZO Golden X1 

with 12mm Dynamic Driver 

and Knowles Armature



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：HFP / HSP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earbuds battery capacity：55mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Charging time of earbuds：2H

Noise cancellation: 6-Mic hybrid ANC and ENC

Charging time of charging box：2H

Frequency range：12Hz~44.1kHz

Transmission distance：15M

[Hybrid Dynamic Driver & Balanced Armature Driver] The TOZO Golden X1 combines customized Balanced Armature and 12mm Dynamic 

Drivers into a single earbud body, producing harmonized treble and bass for the ultimate sound quality. With Origx and Hi-Res Audio Wireless 

high-quality sound technology, the TOZO Golden X1 Bluetooth headphones meet the requirements of even the most demanding audiophiles.

[Balanced Armature Driver & Hi-Res Audio] Featured with Hi-Res Audio, X1 is much more excellent in treble handling. Capable of reproducing 

treble up to 44.1kHz, which is higher than the 20kHz that humans can hear. It can even restore the ultrasonic sound of dolphins. The Balanced 

Armature Driver can excellently reproduce high-frequency sounds such as guitar metal, treble cymbal for drums, etc. Immerse yourself in the world 

of music.

[Hybrid Dynamic Driver System] TOZO Golden X1 headphones combine customized 12mm dynamic drivers into a single earbud body, which is 

capable of delivering 12Hz bass, even below the 20Hz that humans can hear. It can restore the earth's trembling subwoofer vividly, producing 

harmonized bass for ultimate sound quality.

[LDAC HD Audio-decoding] TOZO Golden X1 is equipped with LDAC technology, which can stream 24bit/96khz music (also known as high-resolution 

audio music) via Bluetooth at speeds up to 990 kbit/s, which can transmit data more than 3 times compared to the ordinary Bluetooth SBC.

[OrigX Pro High Quality Sound] The high-tech TOZO Golden X1 headphones support OrigX Pro high-quality sound technology, which is a wide 

frequency technology that supports 12Hz to 44.1kHz, perfectly shows the sound aesthetics, not only that, TOZO Golden X1 headphones also pass the 

JAS (Japan Audio Association) Hi-Res (High-Resolution Audio) wireless certification for excellent quality.

[Environment And Active Noise Cancellation] The active anti-noise mechanism allows people to enjoy music without raising the volume too much, 

or just to use the noise reduction function without music to help passengers fall asleep on planes or trains .6 built-in microphones, designed with 

Environment noise reduction technology, can block 90% of background noise, thereby reducing ambient noise by up to 42dB, Noise reduction highlights 

the call effect.

[Charging Compatibility & LED Digital Display] Compatible with Type-C and wireless charging, it provides multiple choices, making charging 

worry-free and simple. It is also equipped with a digital LED smart display that can let you know the headphone battery in real-time.

TOZO Golden X1

Balanced Armature Drivers and Dynamic Drivers 
LDAC & Hi-Res Audio wireless

Dual 
Microphone

ANC Mode
Transparent Mode

Customized 
Sound Settings

TOZO ORIGX Pro
Acoustic Technology



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：HSP/HFP/A2DP/AVRCP

Mic noise reduction：6-Mic hybrid ANC and ENC

Music playtime：13H (ANC off)

Frequency range：17Hz~20kHz

Phone call time：7H (ANC off )

Bluetooth version：5.3

Earbuds battery capacity：70mAh*2

Charger battery pack：500mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

Active Noise Cancelling
Comfortable mini design

TOZO NC7 Pro

Optical Sensors 
Technology

6-MIC 
Hybrid ANCX6

[Active Noise Cancellation] Hybrid 3 layer Active Noise Cancellation. 1. Outward-facing microphone detects external sounds and counter with equal 

anti-noise to first cancel noise. 2. Inward-facing microphone listens inside ear canal to pick up internal sounds and produce anti-noise again to twice 

cancel the left noise. 3. Ear caps prevent 90% noise going to ear canal.

[Transparency Mode] With the transparency mode, you can hear what you want to hear, which lets outside sound in so you can hear and interact with 

the world around you. You can clearly hear the announcement of the airline or subway and what is saying around you without taking off the headphones.

[Optical Sensor Technology] The earbuds utilize optical sensor technology, which allows them to automatically pause playback when removed from 

your ears. They also feature high-precision touch sensors that have been optimized for everyday use and active lifestyles, continuously detecting their 

wear status in real-time.

[Professional ORIGX 2.0 Technology] The professional ORIGX 2.0 technology further optimize the performance of vocals and mid-range, delivering 

more distinctive immersive and realistic sound through clear layers and extremely rich vocal music details.

[Support TOZO APP] TOZO APP offers quick and easy access to Active Noise Cancellation mode and EQ mode switch, as well as the ability to save 

noise reduction intensity customized adjustment and EQ curve settings. It can be used to customize Gesture operations and perform OTA software 

updates on the product. Where you can become acquainted clearly with the Quick Guide and Product FAQ.

[Built-in Dual Noise Cancelling Microphone] Double microphone noise reduction system suppresses environmental noise. A dedicated internal and 

two external microphones pick up your voice and isolate it from outside noise.

Customized 
Sound Settings

TOZO ORIGX 2.0
Acoustic Technology



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR

Active Noise Cancelling
Provide the sound of immersion

TOZO NC9 Pro

Dual 
Microphone

One-Step
Pairing

ANC Mode
Transparent Mode

Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Mic noise reduction：6-Mic hybrid ANC and ENC

Music playtime：10.5H (ANC off)

Frequency range：14Hz~20kHz

Phone call time：6H (ANC off )

Bluetooth version：5.3

Earbuds battery capacity：72mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

[Support TOZO APP] Through the connection with the TOZO app, the headset will be used more effectively and conveniently.TOZO APP offers quick 

and easy access to Active Noise Cancellation mode and EQ mode switch, as well as the ability to save noise reduction intensity customized adjustment 

and EQ curve settings. It can be used to customize Gesture operations and perform OTA software updates on the product. Where you can become 

acquainted clearly with the Quick Guide and Product FAQ.

[Advanced Bluetooth 5.3] Advanced Bluetooth 5.3 technology that's compatible with devices with Bluetooth audio capability,Pick up the two headsets 

from the charging case, and they will be paired automatically. Then simply enable Bluetooth connection on your mobile phone to pair the device with 

your earbuds.

[Transparent Mode] You can hear what you want to hear, which lets outside sound in so you can hear and interact with the world around you. You 

can clearly hear the announcement of the airline or subway and what is saying around you without taking off the headphones.

[Active Noise Cancellation] Hybrid 3 layer Active Noise Cancellation. 1. Outward-facing microphone detects external sounds and counter with equal 

anti-noise to first cancel noise. 2. Inward-facing microphone listens inside ear canal to pick up internal sounds and produce anti-noise again to twice 

cancel the left noise. 3. Ear caps prevent 90% noise going to ear canal.

[Call Noise Cancellation] TOZO NC9 Pro supports Call Noise Cancellation. which means that when the Bluetooth headset is used for a call, the chip 

inside the Bluetooth headset is used to filter the signal received by the call microphone to reduce the wind noise from the outside world, so that the caller 

can hear it more clearly.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Customized 
Sound Settings



FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Hassle - Free Listening

TOZO T6S

Light WeightHi-Fi Stereo IPX8 Waterproof

BASIC PARAMETER

Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：15Hz~20kHz

Music playtime：8H

Phone call time：5H

Earbuds battery capacity：55mAh*2

Waterproof：IPX8

Charging battery pack：600mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

Transmission distance：12M+   

[Support TOZO APP] TOZO APP offers quick and easy access to Active Noise Cancellation mode and EQ mode switch, as well as the ability to save 

noise reduction intensity customized adjustment and EQ curve settings. It can be used to customize Gesture operations and perform OTA software 

updates on the product. More product functions and questions are waiting for your exploration.

[Environmental Noise Cancellation] TOZO T6S 2022 New Earbuds feature a 6.0mm diameter speaker with crystal clear treble, in-ear built-in mic 

that delivers up to high quality clearer calls than other truly wireless earbuds, reproducing your music vividly, and produces high calling sound quality.

[Bluetooth 5.3 & Easy Pairing] Adopt the advanced Bluetooth 5. 3 technology. TOZO T6S supports HSP, HFP, A2DP, and AVRCP, which greatly 

improve the transmission speed and provide you with a low-latency listening experience. Pick up two headsets from the charging case and they will 

pair with each other automatically, then only one step easily enter the mobile phone Bluetooth setting to pair the earbuds, which provide in-call stereo 

sound. Also, own fast and stable transmission without tangling.

[IPX8 Waterproof] Earbuds and charging case inner Nano-coating makes it possible to waterproof for 1 meter deep for 30 minutes. It is suitable for 

sports to prevent water. Ideal for sweating it out at the gym. Earbuds and cases even can be washed with water and soap.

[Charge on the Go] Playtime lasts for over 6 hours from a single charge and a total of 36 hours with charging case. Enjoy fast charging, to fully 

charge the rechargeable case in only 55 minutes via cable or less than 2 hours via a wireless charger. Providing a convenient charging way with no 

strings attached.

Customized Sound Settings

IPX8 waterproof, super lightweight design



BASIC PARAMETER

COLOR

Fashionable Design 

TOZO T10S

Light WeightHi-Fi Stereo IP X8Waterproof

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

[Support TOZO APP] Through the connection with the TOZO app, the headset will be used more effectively and conveniently.TOZO APP offers 

EQ mode switch, as well as the ability to save customized adjustment about EQ curve settings. It can be used to customize Gesture operations 

and perform OTA software updates on the product. Where you can become acquainted clearly with the Quick Guide and Product FAQ.

[Call Noise Cancellation] As the latest version, TOZO T10S supports Call Noise Cancellation. Call noise reduction means that when the Bluetooth 

headset is used for a call, the chip inside the Bluetooth headset is used to filter the signal received by the call microphone to reduce the wind noise 

from the outside world, so that the caller can hear it more clearly.

[Advanced Bluetooth 5.2] Advanced Bluetooth 5.2 technology that's compatible with devices with Bluetooth audio capability,Pick up the two 

headsets from the charging case, and they will be paired automatically. Then simply enable Bluetooth connection on your mobile phone to pair the 

device with your earbuds.

[36-Hour Playtime&Fast Charging] The TOZO T10S can play up to 8 hours at 50% volume, plus the charging compartment can charge the 

earphones 3.5 times, and the overall battery life of the earphones can reach 36 hours, bringing you a longer battery life experience;The charging 

case supports fast charging, which can charge the headset faster and save your time.

[IPX8 Waterproof] Earbuds and charging case inner Nano-coating makes it possible to waterproof for 1 meters deep for 30 minutes. Waterproof 

and sweat-proof latest technology can effectively prevent from the damage of the splash by sweat and raindrops.

Customized Sound Settings

Realize your instant enjoy of music
Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：16Hz~20kHz

Music playtime：8H

Phone call time：5H

Earbuds battery capacity：55mAh*2

Waterproof：IPX8

Charging battery pack：600mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

Transmission distance：12M+   

FEATURES



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR

Support Type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：14Hz 20kHz~

Music playtime：15H

Phone call time：5H

Earbuds battery capacity：50mAh*2

Waterproof：IPX8

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

Transmission distance：12M+   

High Sound Quality
Enjoy amazing sound quality

TOZO Tonal Dots

IPX8 WaterProof Touch ControlsHi-Fi Stereo

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Customized Sound Settings

[Personalized TOZO App Experience] Explore 16 preset EQs to find the perfect settings for your music style. No matter you crave richer bass, 

midrange, or treble, or desire realistic virtual surround sound, TOZO APP has got you covered. Not only that, personalize your audio further by 

customizing the EQ to suit your unique musical preferences. Seamlessly switch between different modes and fully immerse yourself in a captivating 

listening experience.

[Premium Sound Quality] The newly upgraded 10mm giant dynamic driver system boasts a remarkable 56.3% increase in vibration area compared 

to standard dynamic driver, bringing powerful bass and deeply restoring sound details. Whether you are indulging in music or enjoying a movie, you will 

be truly immersed in a world-class audio experience. TOZO Tonal Dots will bring you a superior audio experience, get ready to be captivated by the rich 

details and deep bass of the sound!

[IPX8 Waterproof & Advanced Bluetooth 5.3] Utilize advanced nano-coating technology to effectively protect against water and sweat. Whether 

you're exercising outdoors, hitting the gym, or even swimming, you can confidently use our earbuds without any concerns about damage. Moreover, 

equipped with advanced Bluetooth 5.3 technology, you can easily enjoy a seamless and super-stable connection.

[55 Hours Battery Life & LED Digital Display] TOZO Tonal Dots offer 15 hours of playback on a single charge, with a total playtime of 55 hours 

when used with the charging case, which are perfect for listening to hundreds of songs or Short video. Plus, effortlessly monitor battery capacity and 

charging status with the built-in LED display. When traveling or going about your daily life, TOZO Tonal Dots will provide unparalleled convenience and 

smart experience.

[Comfort Fit & Easy to Carry] Designed for ear comfort, making it an excellent choice for workouts and daily commutes. It features 5 pairs of ear 

caps in various sizes, ensuring a perfect fit for your ear canal shape. Plus, the compact and lightweight design allows for easy storage in a pocket or 

bag, making it effortlessly portable wherever you go. Each earbud weighs just 4.6 g, you'll barely feel any pressure even during extended wear. 

Discover the ideal audio companion with TOZO Tonal Dots!



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Earbuds battery capacity：50mAh*2

：Charging box battery capacity 470mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Charging time of earbuds：1.5H

Charging time of charging box：2H

Frequency range：18Hz~20kHz

Music playtime：9H

Phone call time：5H

TOZO Crystal Buds

Hi-Fi Stereo Touch ControlsEnvironmental Noise Cancellation

Transparent and Acrylic Style Special Design
Smart LED digital display with playtime

[Technology & Digital Display] Based on the unique panoramic space capsule design concept of TOZO Industrial Design Lab's, it perfectly 

demonstrates the contour of internal earphones and charging box. And the smart LED digital screen showing the remaining power of the case 

by the number on the screen, which can intuitively reflect real time power to ensure timely charging and embody the sense of technology.

[High-Fidelity Audio & Crystal-Clear Call] Poor call quality when with headset? TOZO Crystal Buds are equipped with 4 microphones to reduce 

ambient noise through Dual-microphone AI algorithm, so you can always enjoy High-fidelity audio and Crystal-Clear call even in noisy environments, 

no longer worry about poor call quality when wearing headphones.

[Bluetooth 5.3 & High-Quality Sound] Equipped with Bluetooth 5.3 chip and true wireless Bluetooth technology, so the connection between 

TOZO Crystal Buds and other devices is very stable; Meanwhile, with 6mm diameter loud speaker, the original sound is a perfect recovery, making 

the treble sweet and clear, the bass is strong and powerful.

[IPX8 Waterproof] IPX8 water and sweat resistant waterproof nano coating is adopted to effortlessly protect the earbuds from heavy rain or sweat 

during intense workouts and all-weather conditions.

[Long Endurance] TOZO Crystal Buds support wireless charging. The earbuds on a full charge can meet 9 hours while listening volume 50%; 

With large battery charging box, earbuds and charging box can achieve total endurance of more than 40 hours.

[Preset and Customize EQ] TOZO Acoustic Lab's offers 16 preset EQs in the TOZO APP based on different styles of music, you can also customize 

your audio preferences. EQ means you're free to switch various modes and enjoy your favourite listening experiences.

Customized Sound Settings



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：17Hz~20kHz

Music play time：10.5H

Phone call time：5H

Earbuds battery capacity：57mAH*2

Charging time of charging box：1.5H

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Charging box input：5V    0.5A

Transmission distance：12M+   

TOZO Tonal Pods

IPX8 Waterproof Touch ControlsHi-Fi Stereo

[IPX6 Waterproof & Comfort Fit] With an IPX8 waterproof rating, this wireless earbuds can effectively prevent damage from water, sweat and 

rain, so you can focus on your workout and enjoy your outdoor activities. These headsets adopted a curved, ergonomic in-ear design, making them 

comfortable to wear for long periods of time and not falling out when playing sports. There are 6 pairs of different sized soft rubber ear caps for you 

to choose from.

[Immersive Stereo Sound] TOZO Tonal Pods features a 10mm diameter speaker with the latest dynamic horn loudspeaker and larger dynamic 

drivers. The upgraded TOZO Tonal Pods speaker diaphragm area is 56.3% larger than the previous generation, bringing better low-frequency 

performance, making the sound fuller and more vivid than ever, and the sound field is wider, providing you a truly immersive listening experience.

[42 Hours Playtime & Real-Time LED Power Displays] On single charge, it can be used for about 10.5 hours playtime and 42 extra hours with 

the compact charging case. Also, the wireless earbuds are equipped with a digital LED smart display to show the power level for charging case and 

wireless headphones in real-time. When charging the case, the LED light will flash from 1 to 100. And the charging case support both wireless charging 

and USB C cable charging.

[Support TOZO APP] Enjoy different styles of music with TOZO APP, offering a various selection of EQs to tailor the sound to your preferences. 

With the convenience of TOZO APP, you can easily switch between different EQs and enjoy your favorite music anytime, anywhere for the ultimate 

personalized listening experience.

[ENC with Dual Mic Call Noise Reduction] TOZO Tonal Pods bluetooth headphones dual microphone built-in equipped the latest moving-coil 

Horn loudspeaker with big

Customized Sound Settings

Long Battery Life, Enjoy Music Time
Enjoy listening moments 



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Music play time：10H

Charging time of charging box：2H

Earbuds battery capacity：45mAH*2

Charging time of charging box：1.5H

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Charging box input：5V   0.5A

Transmission distance：12M+   

TOZO Tonal Fits

IPX8 Waterproof Touch ControlsHi-Fi Stereo Customized Sound Settings

Semi-in-ear Design for Comfort
14.2mm dynamic drivers

[14.2mm Dynamic Drivers] Superior sound starts with exceptional drivers. TOZO Tonal Fits come equipped with 14.2mm dynamic drivers, delivering 

clear, deep sound for an unparalleled music experience. 

[Semi-in-ear Design for Comfort] The semi-in-ear design perfectly conforms to the contours of the ear, providing a more comfortable wearing 

experience. 

[Dual-mic DNS Call Noise Cancellation] During calls, TOZO Tonal Fits uses Dual-mic DNS Call Noise Cancellation technology to effectively eliminate 

background noise, ensuring crystal-clear call quality. [Ultra-long 44H Playtime] Enjoy your music without the hassle of frequent charging. 

With an impressive 44-hour battery life, TOZO Tonal Fits keeps the tunes playing.

[Built-in LED Digital Display] TOZO Tonal Fits features an integrated LED digital display that keeps you informed about battery life and charging status. 

[Wireless Charging] TOZO Tonal Fits support wireless charging, making recharging a breeze and freeing you from the tangles of charging cables. 

[IPX6 Water Resistance] No need to worry about rain or sweat; TOZO Tonal Fits boast an IPX6 waterproof rating to protect your earbuds in various 

conditions.



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：HFP / GAVDP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earbuds battery capacity：40mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：400mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Charging time of earbuds：2H

Earbud weight：3.7g

Charging time of charging box：2H

Frequency range：20Hz~20KHz

Transmission distance：12M

Ultra Lightweight Design
Only 3.7g weight for a single earbud, feel nothing in hand

TOZO Agile Dots

Light WeightHi-Fi Stereo Sweatproof

[Ultra Lightweight and Compatible with Small Ears] The surface and Angle of TOZO Agile Dots earbud's in-ear part have been polished and 

refined repeatedly to achieve a balance between beauty and comfort and make it comfortable to wear. Likewise, a single earbud weighs only 3.7g, 

making it as light as a feather and discreet in the ear. Ergonomic design provides a comfortable and secure fit that doesn’t protrude from your ears, 

especially for Sports, Workouts, and Gym.

[Stereo Sound Quality] TOZO Agile Dots earbuds’6mm diameter speaker presents a powerful and wide sound range, which makes the treble full of 

dynamics, and the bass powerful. Adopt advanced Bluetooth chip makes the sound played by the earphones much more beautiful and pleasant, 

suitable for sports or homework

[Smart Touch Control] TOZO Agile Dots earbuds supports dual ear touch control, providing convenient operation on the volume control, 

previous/next song, pause and answer calls along as well as voice assistant control.

[Bluetooth 5.3 & Long Distance Connection] With Bluetooth 5.3 technology TOZO Agile Dots has superior sound quality and strong signal, so that 

there is no disconnection in listening to music or making phone calls within 12 meters.



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Support type：HSP/ HFP  / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earbuds battery capacity：30mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：315mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Charging time of earbuds：1.5H

Earbud weight：3.8g

Charging time of charging box：1.5H

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：12M+

[Ultra Lightweight and Compatible for Small Ears] The surface and Angle of TOZO Agile Pods earbud's in-ear part have been polished and 

refined repeatedly to achieve a balance between beauty and comfort and make it comfortable to wear. Likewise, a single earbud weighs only 3.8g, 

making it as light as a feather and discreet in the ear. Ergonomic design provides a comfortable and secure fit that doesn’t protrude from your ears, 

especially for Sports, Workouts, and Gym.

[Stereo Sound Quality] TOZO Agile Pods earbuds’6mm diameter speaker presents a powerful and wide sound range, which makes the treble full of 

dynamics, and the bass powerful. Adopting an advanced Bluetooth chip makes the sound played by the earphones much more beautiful and pleasant, 

suitable for sports or homework.

[Smart Touch Control] TOZO Agile Pods earbuds support dual ear touch control, providing convenient operation on the volume control, 

previous/next song, pause and answer calls along as well as voice assistant control.

[Bluetooth 5.3 & Long Distance Connection] With Bluetooth 5.3 technology TOZO Agile Pods has superior sound quality and strong signal, so that 

there is no disconnection in listening to music or making phone calls within 12 meters.

[Superior Clear Calls] Long diameter speaker with Crystal Clear Call. Bulit-in microphone for phone calls and noise reduction can make others hear 

your voice very clearly.

Light WeightHi-Fi Stereo

TOZO Agile Pods

Sweatproof

Super mini, Light as Nothing
Feel the music rather than earbud with one touch, 

turn on a pleasant listening experience
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Support type：HFP / GAVDP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earbuds battery capacity：35mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：400mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Charging time of earbuds：1.5H

Earbud weight ：3.3g

Charging time of charging box：1.5H

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：10M+

[Charging Case With Reset Button] The charging case of TOZO A3 is equipped with a reset button. When you want to clear the existing paired 

device data of the headset, you only need to put the headset into the charging compartment and press and hold the reset button on the charging box 

for about 10 seconds to clear the paired device data of the headset; There is no need to clear the data from the paired device , you can re-pair the 

headset to the device you want.

[Digital Call Noise Reduction] Equipped with the call noise reduction function that high-end headphones have, intelligently personalize noise reduction 

and sound performance for your ears, allowing you to enjoy deep, immersive sound, enabling you to communicate better when using headphones to 

communicate, avoiding loud sound brings bad call effect.

[Long Lasting Battery ] TOZO A3 earbuds lasts 5 hours for normal use (50% volume) on a single charge,quick charging technology enables 1.5 hours 

of listening from just 10 minutes of charge, headphones + charging compartment can last up to 22 hours. the powerful battery allow for all day listening. 

which gives you excellent experience of long endurance.

[Advanced Bluetooth 5.3 Technology & One-Step Pairing] TOZO wireless earbuds provide faster and more stable bluetooth 5.3 connection,this 

newest generation of bluetooth technology offers a strong, continuous connection as long as you're within 30 feet of the paired device.and with 

one-step quick pairing, wireless earbuds will connect to the last paired device automatically with case opening.

[Ergonomic Design And Lightweight] TOZO headphones'structure is the study of thousands of people's ear canal before design, which fit for most 

people's ear. These wireless bluetooth headphones are small and light, single earbud is only 3.3g, it's more convenient to carry.

Light WeightHi-Fi Stereo

TOZO A3

Sweatproof

Ergonomic Half-in-Ear Design
Outstanding semi-in ear design, less pressure on 

your ear canal for optimum snug fit and comfort
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[45ms Ultal Low Latency] TOZO Gaming Pods wireless earbuds are built to provide the ultimate mobile gaming audio experience with an ultra-low 

45ms latency. Designed for gaming adventures, offers ideal gaming audio so you never miss any game sound effects. Get ready for an exceptional 

competitive gaming experience through quick sound effect audio.

[Ultra-fast Bluetooth Connection] TOZO Gaming Pods can automatically connect to the Bluetooth of mobile phone when the headset charging 

box is turned on, avoiding complicated operations and saving waiting time. The 45ms Ultra Low-Latency is more than 3 times faster than conventional 

Bluetooth headsets, specially designed for gamers.

[Game & Music Dual Mode] Game/music sensitive switch, in the game mode can accurately capture the sound of footsteps/gunfire/car, quickly kill 

the enemy in the combat. The headset has a breathing light, allowing you to be more immersed in the game scene and double the gaming experience.

[Ultra-long Gaming & Standby Time] The battery life of TOZO Gaming Pods in the game state lasts for 6 hours from single charge, and the total 

battery life in the charging box can reach 30 hours, which makes the game experience more comfortable.

[Lightweight Headphones] The single earphone of TOZO Gaming Pods is only 4g, and there is not foreign body sensation in wearing with Ergonomic 

design, makes you feel more comfortable even when wearing headphones for a long time.

45ms Low-latency Designed for Gaming Players 
More than 3 times faster response with regular Bluetooth earbuds

TOZO Gaming Pods

Support type：HFP / HSP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earbuds battery capacity：45mAh*2

Charging box battery capacity：500mAh

Bluetooth version：5.3

Music playtime：6H

Low Latency timing：45ms

Charging time of charging box：2H

Frequency range：16Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：12M+

45ms 
low-latency

Game/ Music 
mode

10mm dynamic 
driver

Smart 
touch

One step 
pairing

Customized 
Sound Settings
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Support type：HFP / GAVDP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earphones battery capacity：70mAh*2

Impedance：16Ω±15%

Bluetooth version：5.3

Speaker size: 14.2mm

Charging case battery capacity：650mAh

Charging time：≤2H

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：10M+

[Dual-Axis Design & Multi-Angle Adjustment] The TOZO Open Buds feature a unique dual-axis design that allows for both horizontal and vertical 

adjustment, providing multiple angles for a customized fit to accommodate different ear shapes and sizes. With this design, you can adjust the ear cups 

to your preferred position, ensuring a comfortable and secure fit for extended listening sessions.

[Unmatched Comfort and Safety for Driving] Experience unprecedented levels of driving comfort and safety with TOZO Open Buds Bluetooth 

Headphones. These headphones are designed for comfortable wear during driving, freeing your hands from holding a phone while allowing independent 

use of each earbuds. Say goodbye to distractions and welcome a pleasant and safe driving experience.

[Open Ear Design For Multiple Scenarios] The Open Ear Design is engineered for both comfort and safety, offering a breathable and open fit. 

From video calls to listening to your favorite tunes, these headphones are versatile and cater to multiple scenarios, making them an ideal companion for 

your daily life. Moreover, the noise-cancelling calling feature ensures crystal-clear conversations in any environment.

[TOZO ORIGX Acoustic and APP] Experience superior sound quality and noise isolation with TOZO ORIGX algorithm-powered headphones. 

Enjoy more focused sound and stronger bass, while preventing sound leakage. With the added convenience of the TOZO APP, easily switch between 

five different EQ settings for the ultimate personalized listening experience.

[Dual Connectivity & 42 Hours Playtime] The TOZO Open Buds feature powerful dual connectivity, allowing you to connect two phones 

simultaneously for seamless switching. The slim charging case is convenient to carry with you, and the headphones have a total battery life of up to 

42 hours, ensuring uninterrupted listening for extended periods.TOZO Open Buds

Open-Ear Air-Conduction Headphones
Open-Ear Design for Ultimate Comfort, Enjoy Music While Remaining 

Aware of Surroundings

Dual-Axis Design & 
Multi-angle Adjustment

Open-Ear Design
Customized 
Sound Settings

TOZO ORIGX 
Acoustic Technology
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Support type：HFP / GAVDP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earphones battery capacity：120mAh

Impedance：16Ω±15%

Bluetooth version：5.3

Speaker size: 16.2mm

Earphones weight：30g

Charging time：≤1.5H

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：10M+

TOZO OpenReal

Open-Ear Comfort
Meet a criterion of the ergonomic design

IPX5 Waterproof Touch ControlsOpen-Ear Design Customized Sound Settings

[Open-Ear Design] TOZO OpenReal headphones feature a completely innovative open-ear design for all-day listening without ear fatigue, the 

headphones can securely rest and firmly fit your ears without entering your ear canal, which will reduce stress after extended wear.

[Clear Calls with Dual-Mic ENC & Bluetooth 5.3] TOZO OpenReal headphones combine with dual microphones and noise reduction algorithm 

technology, which can restore the original sound, precisely capture your voice, cancel out ambient noise and deliver superior Clear Call. Therefore, 

you can achieve high-quality calls in any occasions. As well as equipped with true wireless Bluetooth 5.3 technology, so the connection is especially 

stable and brings the lower latency during data transmission.

[16.2mm Dynamic Drivers] Through precise adjustment and professional testing, TOZO Acoustic Lab's customizes powerful 16.2mm dynamic 

drivers system for headphones, bringing you more beautiful and transparent sound effects. Deeply restore various rich details of the sound, creating 

an intimate concert-like audio experience.

[Up to 16 Hours Playtime & Fast Charging] Built-in 120mAh large capacity battery, TOZO OpenReal headphones provide up to 16 hours of 

continuous playback and calls with one charge. Meanwhile, it supports fast charging, just 10 minutes of charging can get up to 2 hours of playtime. 

Help you reduce the trouble of repeated charging and enjoy the whole day of listening.

[Support TOZO APP] Using the TOZO App to customize your sound preferences, which allows you to perfectly switch different music styles. 

Meanwhile, TOZO APP offers quick and easy access to EQ mode switch, which means you can be free to enjoy your favourite listening experiences 

wherever you are.

[IPX8 Waterproof] With an IPX8 waterproof rating for sweat and splash resistance, TOZO OpenReal headphones are really suitable for outdoor sports 

and daily fitness, such as running, cycling, hiking and camping.
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Support type：HFP / GAVDP / A2DP / AVRCP 

Earphones battery capacity：100mAh

Impedance：16Ω±15%

Bluetooth version 5.3：

sSpeaker ize: 16.2mm

Charging time of charging box：2H

Charging time：≤1.5H

Frequency range：20Hz~20kHz

Transmission distance：10M+

TOZO Open Ego

Open Ear Design for Unmatched Comfort
16.2mm dynamic drivers

Built-in LED 
Digital Display Touch ControlsOpen-Ear Design Customized Sound Settings

[Open Ear Design] TOZO OpenEgo features a completely open-ear design that earbuds rest gently and securely on top of your ear. TOZO 

OpenEgo achieves the real nothing in your ear and aims to deliver superior sound to you in a natural, comfortable way. 

[Unprecedented Comfort and 360°Superior Sound] With dual powerful 16.2mm dynamic drivers, which are three times the size of other 

earbuds, TOZO OpenEgo creates an audio experience that's more like an intimate concert setting. Adopt the top bio-diaphragm technology, 

TOZO OpenEgo offers a rich and consistent listening experience at any volume, from crisp and clear highs to excitingly powerful lows. 

[Anti-Hearing Loss] TOZO OpenEgo focuses on and avoids the most common health issue of traditional earbuds as OpenEgo earbuds never 

actually go inside your ear. There is no pinching of the auricle, no blockage of the ear canal, and no pain or damage to hearing. Enjoy the precise 

audio and extreme comfort of TOZO OpenEgo at ease. 

[Super Long 10 Hours Playtime] Built-in 100mAh large capacity battery and breakthrough low-consumption algorithms, TOZO OpenEgo 

optimizes the battery and provides up to 10 hours of continuous play per charge. 

[Secure and Comfortable Fit] TOZO OpenEgo headphones feature a multi-point support system to evenly distribute their weight across your 

ear, providing a comfortable and secure fit that follows the natural curve of your ear. You can wear these open earbuds with ease during sports, 

travel, meetings, or while working from home.
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Adaptive Hybrid ANC and Hi-Res Audio Certification

[ANC & ENC Noise Cancellation] Featuring a hybrid ANC algorithm and 3 ANC microphones, TOZO HT2 deliver exceptional noise control across 

a wide frequency range. Whether it's the roar of airplane engines, subway rumble, or office chatter, it effectively minimizes noise interference, ensuring 

an unparalleled listening experience. In addition, the excellent ENC call noise cancellation makes it possible for you to talk clearly even in noisy streets.

[Up to 60 Hours of Playtime] With up to 60 hours of listening time of our over ear headphones in ANC OFF mode, triple as much as other Bluetooth 

headphones. A single charge gives you enough juice to listen to over 700 songs or soundtrack multiple long haul flights. Also equipped with a 3.5mm 

audio cable, you can effortlessly transition to a wired mode when the battery has run out, guaranteeing uninterrupted listening.

[Both Wired and Wireless Connections] Equipped with dual 40mm drivers, TOZO HT2 bring you superior Hi-Res audio sound with a well-balanced 

deep bass, make you have a better listening experience. Plus, it breaks the single connection method, support both wireless and wired connection. 

When with wired connection, custom oversized 40 mm dynamic drivers produce Hi-Res sound for extraordinary clarity and detail.

[All-day Comfort & Adjustable Design] TOZO HT2 uses ultra-soft protein leather earcups, which allows you to wear it for a long time without feeling 

uncomfortable. The earmuffs can also automatically adjust the angle to suit users with different head shapes. Making them the ideal headphones to 

work from home or watch your favorite movie.

[Foldable Design] The foldable and lightweight design allows you to fold and place the headphones anywhere, you can easily fold the headphones 

into carrying bags and travel cases, taking up less space in your backpack, which are perfect for travel, sports and everyday use.

[Intelligent TOZO APP] Enjoy different styles of music with TOZO APP, offering a various selection of EQs to tailor the sound to your preferences. 

With the convenience of TOZO APP, you can easily switch between different EQs and enjoy your favorite music anytime, anywhere for the ultimate 

personalized listening experience.

Adaptive Hybrid ANC Headphones

TOZO HT2

Driver: φ40mm dynamic driver

Frequency response range：20Hz~40KHz

Music playtime：60H

Call noise cancellation: 3-MIC ENC

Active noise cancellation: Adaptive Hybrid ANC

Bluetooth version: Bluetooth 5.3

Battery capacity：500mAh

Transmission distance：10M+

Charging time：≤2H   Hi-Fi Stereo Customized Sound Settings
Ergonomic Lightweight 
Design, Adjustable,
Foldable and to Carry

Active Noise Cancelling and 
ENC Isecancellation Function
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Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：55Hz - 18kHz

Music playtime：25H

Battery specifications：4000mAh

Signal to noise ratio：≥80dB

Transmission distance：10M+   

Waterproof level：IPX7

Calling：1 Mic

Charging time：≤2.5H

TOZO PA1

[Stereo Sound Quality & Dual Pairing] TOZO PA1 speakers achieves dual pairing function, connects two PA1 speakers and they would play 

together at the same time. Futhermore, either of these two Bluetooth speakers can work perfectly on their own. Delivering superior 2.0 stereo quality, 

and the 67mm diameter speakers providing exceptional enhanced bass through a powerful and wide range of sound.

[EQ Mode Switch & App Connection] TOZO APP provides PA1 speakers with quick and easy access to APP connection  and  customize EQ 

mode switch, which perfectly reflects different music styles, providing an incredible customized experience.

[25H Long Endurance] TOZO PA1 speakers lasts long time for normal use at any volume on a single charge. The powerful battery enables all day 

listening, which gives you excellent experience with a long endurance up to 25H.

[Call Function] TOZO PA1 speakers support call function. And you can take conference calls or friend group chats and access your device’s default 

voice assistant right from the Bluetooth speaker.

[IPX7 Waterproof] With IPX7 waterproof Function, the PA1 speakers can work against The gentle splash of water or rain, providing strong waterproof 

protection and rigorously tested to meet IPX7 waterproof speaker standards, easy to listen to music at anywhere.

67mm Large Dynamic Driver
Excellent Audio 20W of Power by 67mm large dynamic driver pumps out 

great detailed mids, crisp treble, and especiallyenhanced bass at any volume

Hi-Fi Stereo IPX7 Waterproof Customized Sound SettingsOne-Step Pairing
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Support type：A2DP/HFP/HSP/AVRCP

Frequency range：60Hz - 20KHz

Music play time：25H

Battery specifications：2000mAh

Signal to noise ratio：≥83dB

Transmission distance：10M+   

Waterproof level：IPX7

Calling：1 Mic

Charging time：≤2.5H

TOZO PA2
Portable Sports Wireless Bluetooth Small Speaker
25 hours of long-lasting battery life, music is always around you

[Three EQ Modes Adjustments With TOZO APP] The TOZO APP allows for convenient and quick connection of TOZO PA2 speaker, and 

supports three EQ adjustment modes, enabling users to freely switch between music styles and enjoy the ultimate music experience at any time.

[Stereo Sound Quality & Dual Pairing] The TOZO PA2 Bluetooth speaker is equipped with dual dynamic coil drivers for audio output, allowing 

not only a single speaker to support left and right channel audio playback, but also two speakers to be connected in series for simultaneous use, 

enhancing the sound quality of both left and right channels, particularly suitable for outdoor and party.

[IPX8 Waterproof] The TOZO PA2 speaker features powerful IPX8 professional-grade waterproof protection that has been rigorously tested for 

IPX8 waterproofing to effectively withstand rain and splashes during outdoor sports and travelling, making them ideal for camping, the beach, and 

listening to music freely.

[25H Continuous Playback] The TOZO PA2 speaker with powerful battery capacity, allowing the Bluetooth speaker to operate continuously for 

25 hours on a single charge. The uninterrupted, extended battery life experience creates a better immersive listening atmosphere for enjoying music.

[Supported Calls] TOZO PA2 speaker supports direct calls via Bluetooth, voice conferencing, group chat, and access to the device's default voice 

assistance, such as Siri to make a call, allows users to free their hands, enjoy the convenience of intelligent life.

Hi-Fi Stereo IPX8 Waterproof Customized Sound SettingsOne-Step Pairing
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Screen size: 

3.1 inches / Resolution: 480*854

Battery capacity: 1500mAh

Live Streaming Resolution: 4K: 3840*1920@30FPS

Live StreamingFormat: 

MP4 (Video: MPEG-4 AVC/H.264/H.265)

Video resolution(360):  

8K: 7680x3840@10fps/8bit，5.7K: 5760x2880@30fps/8bit, 

4K: 3840x1920@60/30fps/8bit

Single-lens mode: 1280P/1080P/720P

In-Camera 8K Panoramic Video Stitching and Independent Live Streaming

[8K Panoramic Video] You can shoot vivid 8K panoramic videos and capture scenes from all angles, so you'll never miss one single moment, adding 

infinite possibilities to your creations.

[In-Camera Panoramic Video Stitching] The powerful Qualcomm QCS605 SoC allows AnyVue to achieve in-camera panoramic video stitching, and 

now you can say goodbye to the complicated and cumbersome processing.

[Independent Panoramic Video Live Streaming] In-camera panoramic video stitching eliminates the need for post-processing or third-party devices, 

so you can directly start panoramic live streaming anywhere and anytime.

[Dual 1/2" 48MP Sensors] Equipped with two 1/2" 48MP sensors, AnyVue captures exquisite details, delivering vivid and delicate visuals even in 

low-light conditions.

[72MP Panoramic Photo] 72MP panoramic photo provides a broader perspective and preserve more details. And RAW format allows you to unleash 

the full potential of the sensors.

Android Smart 360 Camera

TOZO AnyVue

8K Panoramic 
Video

72MP 360° 
Panoramic Photo

Independent Live 
Streaming

Dual 1/2" 48MP 
Sensors
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Display resolution：410*502

Battery capacity: 450mAh

Charging Time: 3H

Battery Life: 15 days (typical usage)

Bluetooth Version: 5.3

Waterproof level：3ATM waterproof (50M deep water)

Product dimensions：1.95 inch

Unleash Your Potential and Achieve Peak Performance

TOZO Watch 1

[Excellent Calling Experience] TOZO Watch 1 redefines your calling experience with its premium built-in microphone and speaker, allowing you 

to answer and make crystal-clear calls directly from your wrist.

[Immersive 1.95" AMOLED Display] Dive into the vibrant 1.95 inches AMOLED screen with vivid 410*502 resolution, delivering unparalleled color 

saturation and reproduction for smooth and captivating visuals.

[Comprehensive Health Tracking and 100+ Sport Modes] Monitor your heart rate, blood oxygen, and sleep accurately, while effortlessly recording 

your daily exercise with 100+ sport modes, empowering you to stay in tune with your physical state.

[Extended 15 Day Battery Life] Embrace lasting performance with the large 450mAh battery capacity and optimized power consumption, providing 

an impressive 15-day endurance in auto monitoring mode.

[Adventure-Ready 3ATM Water-Resistance] Fearlessly embark on sports and outdoor activities with 3ATM water resistance, ensuring you can 

freely enjoy every moment without concerns about raindrops or water.

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories
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Display resolution：240*284

Screen technology：TFT

Sleep tracking：24 hours activity tracking

Batteries：300mAh large capacity battery

Using time：Waiting time 7 days

Waterproof level：IP68 waterproof

Product dimensions：1.83 inch 

Blutooth Phone Call 
Sync call logs and answer/reject/make phone calls directly from your smart watch

TOZO S3

[Smart Watch with Bluetooth Calling] TOZO S3 has equipped with a built-in premium microphone and speaker, which can give you a great calling 

experience. After connecting to your mobile phone via Bluetooth, you can answer and make clear calls directly from your watch, freeing your hands. 

The smart watch can also receive notifications for text messages. You won't miss important calls and messages from your lover/friends, making daily 

sports, outdoor sports and life more concise and intelligent.

[1.83 inches Large HD Color Touch Screen] 1.83 large color screen and full screen touch and hand sliding. it ensures smooth operations and 

240*284 resolution for you. Our screen is better at color saturation and reproduction. Personalize your smart watch for men women with multiple 

customized watch faces provided, make your own stylish smart watch.

[Heart Rate, Sleep, Blood & Activity Tracking] With our smart watch, it accurately monitors your heart rate in real time. Also, it provides a 

detailed analysis of your sleep quality by continuously recording your sleep patterns. During exercise, TOZO smart watch automatically records daily

steps, distance counter, calories burned, active minutes, measure your blood oxygen saturation and understand your physical state.

[Bluetooth Connectivity and Compatibility] When the TOZO S3 smart watch is connected to the app through Bluetooth, you can control the music 

player, view the local weather today, and support the mobile search function. TOZO smart watch is compatible with most iOS, Android or Bluetooth 

smartphones. Go to App Store or Google Play to download and install “TOZO Health” for free, then connecting our smart watch to your phone and 

start your journey of smart life.

[Long-lasting Battery Life & IP68 Waterproof] The large battery capacity (300mAh) and low power consumption design offers longer 

endurance. It can support 7 days of battery life when using the real-time heart rate function. TOZO smart watch is designed with IP68 waterproof 

rating, so no need to worry when you wear it while swimming or sweating out.

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories
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Display resolution：368*448

Screen technology：AMOLED

Charging time: 2 Hours

Battery life: 7 days (typical usage)

Bluetooth version: 5.3

Waterproof level：IP68 waterproof

Product dimensions：1.78 inch 

Intelligent Companion on Your Wrist

TOZO S4

[All-in-One Smart Watch] TOZO smart watch is the perfect companion for both men and women, combining a fitness tracker and a stylish 

accessory all in one. Stay connected with its Bluetooth calling feature, as well as call logs and message notifications.

[Comprehensive Health Monitoring] Equipped with an extensive range of health tracking features, including heart rate monitoring, blood 

oxygen level detection, and stress testing. It also tracks your sleep patterns to ensure you get the restful night's sleep you deserve.

[Versatile Fitness Tracker] With over 100 different sports modes, our TOZO S4 helps you stay active and reach your fitness goals. 

Whether you're running, cycling, or practicing yoga, this watch will accurately track your workouts and provide valuable insights to improve your 

performance.

[User-Friendly Design] Featuring a Upgrated 1.78-inch full touch color screen and 368*448 resolution, TOZO S4 offers a seamless navigation 

and control. Easily control your music, check the weather forecast, and choose from a variety of watch face designs to personalize your style.

[Worry-free Battery life and Waterproof] With its long-lasting battery, you can wear our smart watch 7-10 days at a time without worrying 

about recharging. Plus, it is waterproof, making it perfect for daily activities and even swimming.

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories
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Display resolution：466*466

Battery capacity: 300mAh

Charging time: 2H

Battery Life: 7 days (typical usage)

Bluetooth version: 5.3

Waterproof level：IP68 waterproof

Product dimensions：1.43 inch 

[Bluetooth Calling] TOZO S5 features a premium built-in microphone and speaker, enabling clear calls directly from your watch.

[1.43" AMOLED Screen] Enjoy smooth operations on the 1.43 inches AMOLED touch screen with vivid 466*466 resolution, delivering excellent 

color saturation and reproduction.

[Health Monitoring and 105 Sport Modes] Accurately monitor your heart rate, blood oxygen, and sleep, while automatically recording your daily 

exercise with 105 sport modes, providing comprehensive insights into your physical state.

[7 Days Battery Life] With a large battery capacity (300mAh) and low power consumption design, enjoy extended endurance for up to 7 days in 

auto monitoring mode.

[IP68 Dust and Water Resistance] Achieve worry-free sports and outdoor use with IP68 dust and water resistance, allowing you to freely enjoy 

various activities, even in rain or water.

Elevate Your Lifestyle with Intelligence

TOZO S5

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories
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Display resolution：390*450

Battery capacity: 300mAh

Charging time: 2H

Battery Life: 7 days (typical usage)

Bluetooth version: 5.3

Waterproof level：IP68 waterproof

Product dimensions：1.85 inch 

Comprehensive Health Tracking and 100+ Sport Modes

TOZO S6

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories

[Bluetooth Calling] Equipped with the premium built-in microphone and speaker, the TOZO S6 allows you to answer and make clear calls directly 

from your watch.

 [1.85" AMOLED Screen] The 1.85-inch AMOLED touchscreen ensures smooth operations with vivid 390*450 resolution, and it is also good at 

color saturation and reproduction.

 [Health Monitoring and 100+ Sports Modes] Accurately monitors your heart rate, blood oxygen, and sleep, and automatically records your daily 

exercise to help you understand your physical state. 

[7 Days Battery Life] The large battery capacity (300mAh) and low power consumption design offer longer endurance. It could last about 7 days 

when in auto-monitoring mode. 

[IP68 Dust and Water Resistance] The IP68 dust and water resistance rating is ideal for sports and outdoor use, you can freely enjoy various 

activities without worrying about raindrops or water.
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Display resolution：390*450

Battery capacity: 300mAh

Charging time: 2H

Battery Life: 7 days (typical usage)

Bluetooth version: 5.3

Waterproof level：IP68 waterproof

Product dimensions：1.85 inch 

Accurate monitoring and comprehensive insights 
into your physical state

TOZO S7

Bluetooth Calling Sports Heart rate SleepCalories

FEATURES

[Bluetooth Calling] Equipped with the premium built-in microphone and speaker, the TOZO S7 allows you to answer and make clear calls directly 

from your watch.

 [1.85" AMOLED Screen] The 1.85-inch AMOLED touchscreen ensures smooth operations with vivid 390*450 resolution, and it is also good at 

color saturation and reproduction.

 [Health Monitoring and 100+ Sports Modes] Accurately monitors your heart rate, blood oxygen, and sleep, and automatically records your daily 

exercise to help you understand your physical state. 

[7 Days Battery Life] The large battery capacity (300mAh) and low power consumption design offer longer endurance. It could last about 7 days 

when in auto-monitoring mode. 

[IP68 Dust and Water Resistance] The IP68 dust and water resistance rating is ideal for sports and outdoor use, you can freely enjoy various 

activities without worrying about raindrops or water.
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TOZO W1

Slim and Sleek Design
TOZO W1 lightweight and compact form factor makes it highly portable, 

allowing you to effortlessly slip it into your bag or pocket
Size: 33.35*33.35*53.85mm

Weight: 46g

Average active efficiency: > 81.39%

Connector type : USB Type C, USB Type A

lnput: 100-240V~50/60Hz 0.8A 

No-load power consumption: <0.075w

[Sleek and Slim Design] The W1 charger measures only 5mm in thickness and 100mm in width. Its lightweight and compact form factor makes 

it highly portable, allowing you to effortlessly slip it into your bag or pocket.

[Efficient 10W Fast Charging] The W1 charger enables 10W fast charging. It eliminates the hassle of plugs and cables and helps keep your desktop 

neat and organized. Please keep in mind that a power adapter with a minimum output of 10W (not included) is required for optimal charging performance.

[QI Certification and Safety for Sleep] The W1 charger offers compatibility and interoperability through its QI certification. With built-in protections 

against over-voltage, over-temperature, over-current, short-circuit, and other potential hazards, it keeps your device's battery safe from overcharge 

damage, providing a worry-free charging experience, even during sleep.

[LED Indicator Lights] Change color breath LED lights. They are beautiful and let you know when it's ready to charge, charging, and when your device 

is fully charged.

[Compatible with Multiple iOS and Android Devices] Enabled wireless charging devices or devices with receivers, such as compatible with 

iPhone 14/14 Plus/14 Pro/14 Pro Max/13/13 mini/13 Pro/13 Pro Max/iPhone 12/12 mini/12 Pro/12 Pro Max/11/11 Pro/11 Pro Max/XS MAX, compatible 

with Samsung Galaxy S22/S21/S20/ S20+/S10/S10+/S10E/S9, compatible with Galaxy Note 20/20+/10/10+, Google Pixel 4/4XL/3/3XL, and other 

wireless charging-enabled phones, TOZO earbuds (except A series).



BASIC PARAMETER

FEATURES

COLOR
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Simultaneous Ultra-Fast Charging Anywhere
Cell capacity: 27,000mAh (4,500mAh×6)

USB-C1/C2 input: 5V3A / 9V3A / 12V3A / 15V3A / 20V5A / 28V5A

Protocols: PD3.1 / PD3.0 / QC3.0 / QC2.0 / AFC / FCP

USB-C1/C2 Output: 5V3A / 9V3A / 12V3A / 15V3A / 20V5A / 28V5A

Protocols: PD3.1 / PD3.0 / QC3.0 / QC2.0 / AFC / FCP/ PPS / APPLE 2.4A / BC1.2 DCP

[140W Total Output] Powered by the latest PD 3.1 technology, the power bank comes with 2 USB-C ports and 1 USB-A port to deliver up to 140W 

of power.

[Multi-Device Fast Charging] Equipped with two high-powered USB-C ports and one USB-A port totaling 140W output, quickly charge three devices 

simultaneously for maximum efficiency.

[Small Size, Huge Power] Take reliable power on the go with the power bank's compact and travel-friendly design with a capacity of 27,000mAh, 

measuring just 6.08×2.08×1.95 inches in size.

[140W Fast USB-C Recharge] The 140W rapid recharge via the USB-C port enables the power bank to be fully recharged in just 2 hours.

[Smart Monitoring] Stay updated with the smart digital display that provides real-time information on remaining battery capacity, power input, and 

power output, giving you complete control and visibility over the power bank.

140W 
Total Output

W Multi-Device 
Fast Charging

140W Fast USB-C 
Recharge

Smart Monitoring 

UBS-A Output: 5V3A / 9V2A / 10V2.25A / 12V1.5A

Protocols: QC3.0 / QC2.0 / AFC / FCP/ SCP / APPLE 2.4A / BC1.2 DCP

Dimensions: 6.08×2.08×1.95 inches / Weight: 650±5g

TOZO ColorPower 140W



With sophisticated equipment, standardized production system, 

strict inspection and quality standards, TOZO provides consumers 

with more extreme experience.

QUALITY ASSURANCE



Actively expand the global offline 
marketing network
In the implementation of the strategy, 

we work closely with major agents and 

distributors to achieve a win-win situation. 

Provide market-competitive products and 

services in a timely manner actively expand 

the global market.

In the construction of TOZO brand product displays and 

retail terminals, while focus on hardware construction such as 

product package, brand development, store layout and 

display environment, it also paying more attention to 

software construction of retail customers' communication 

and service capabilities. All to provide consumers with 

the most satisfied experience in purchasing.

BRAND IMAGE & USER EXPERIENCE
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